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Effects of Hot Nights on Mortality in Southern Europe
Dominic Royé,a,b Francesco Sera,c Aurelio Tobías,d,e Rachel Lowe,f Antonio Gasparrini,c,g,h
Mathilde Pascal,i Francesca de’Donato,j Baltazar Nunes,k and Joao Paulo Teixeiral
Background: There is strong evidence concerning the impact of heat
stress on mortality, particularly from high temperatures. However,
few studies to our knowledge emphasize the importance of hot
nights, which may prevent necessary nocturnal rest.
Objectives: In this study, we use hot-night duration and excess to
predict daily cause-specific mortality in summer, using multiple cities across Southern Europe.
Methods: We fitted time series regression models to summer causespecific mortality, including natural, respiratory, and cardiovascular
causes, in 11 cities across four countries. We included a distributed
lag nonlinear model with lags up to 7 days for hot night duration and
excess adjusted by daily mean temperature. We summarized city-specific associations as overall-cumulative exposure–response curves at
the country level using meta-analysis.
Results: We found positive but generally nonlinear associations
between relative risk (RR) of cause-specific mortality and duration
and excess of hot nights. RR of duration associated with nonaccidental mortality in Portugal was 1.29 (95% confidence interval
[CI] = 1.07, 1.54); other associations were imprecise, but we also
found positive city-specific estimates for Rome and Madrid. Risk of
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hot-night excess ranged from 1.12 (95% CI = 1.05, 1.20) for France
to 1.37 (95% CI = 1.26, 1.48) for Portugal. Risk estimates for excess
were consistently higher than for duration.
Conclusions: This study provides new evidence that, over a wider
range of locations, hot night indices are strongly associated with
cause-specific deaths. Modeling the impact of thermal characteristics
during summer nights on mortality could improve decisionmaking
for preventive public health strategies.
Keywords: Climate change; Hot nights; Human health; Mortality;
Tropical nights
(Epidemiology 2021;32: 487–498)

T

he impact of the thermal environment on human health,
comfort, and performance is one of the most important
public health issues related to global climate change. The
effects of heat and heatwaves on population health have been
described by numerous studies, which have established clear
relationships between high temperatures and mortality.1–3
During the summer period, heatwaves are a recurrent phenomenon in temperate climates, especially in southern European
regions. In the last decade, a considerable increase in the number
of heatwaves has been observed on a global and regional scale.4–7
The latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Working Group II report8 indicated that the frequency and excess
of extreme heat episodes have most probably been increased due
to the process of global warming. The IPCC also stated that it is
highly likely that there will be more warm days and nights, and
not only associated with heatwaves. There is also clear statistical evidence of a substantial increase in minimum temperatures
recorded in 70%–75% of continental measurements.9
Several studies have shown an association between
increased risk of mortality and lower diurnal temperature
variability due to increased minimum temperatures.10–12 High
night temperatures, along with high diurnal temperatures, can
result in prolonged thermal stress, which is aggravated by the
fact that the human body is prevented from nocturnal rest.
The most common impact of hot nights on human health is on
sleep and rest. Heat can lead to alteration and deprivation of
sleep due to the necessary processes of thermoregulation.13–19
In addition, nighttime exposure may be exacerbated in some
areas due to the urban heat island effect or energy poverty, as
was seen in Paris during the 2003 heat wave.20
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Most time-series studies have focused on daily maximum temperatures when studying the impact of heatwaves on
human health.1,21,22 Although studies use the daily mean temperature, which reflects high night temperatures, the focus of
existing studies has been either on daytime or overall effects
over the whole day.1–3 Recently, Murage et al18 and Royé17
quantified the effects of the night thermal environment on
mortality using indices based on hourly or sub-hourly temperature data. In particular, the indices developed by Royé17
focused on the excess and duration of thermal stress, which
have potentially synergistic effects. These studies used different analytical approaches and were based on a single
population.
This study aimed to quantify the independent effects of
nighttime (time between sunset and sunrise) temperatures on
mortality in different Southern European cities, characterized
by different climate and socioeconomic characteristics. Our
assessment used a common analytical approach that takes into
account the complex association between nighttime temperatures and mortality.

METHODS
Data Collection
The study area included 11 cities from Portugal (Porto,
Lisbon), Spain (Bilbao, Madrid, Barcelona, Seville), France
(Marseille, Montpellier, Nice, Toulouse), and Italy (Rome)
(eTable 1; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B802). We assembled
daily counts of deaths for natural [International Classification
of Diseases (ICD)-10: A00-R99] or all-cause, respiratory
(ICD-10: J00-J99), and cardiovascular (ICD-10: I00-I99)
causes from these locations for the period 2000–2014 through
the Multi-City Multi-Country (MCC) Collaborative Research
Network (http://mccstudy.lshtm.ac.uk). For Portugal, we collated data for the period 2000–2012 and, for Italy, between
2001 and 2010. We chose Southern European cities in climatic terms within the MCC database; in addition, we made
final selections for this study based on those cities with readily
available hourly temperature data.
The selection of the period is based on the availability of hourly temperature data, which is available from
2000 onwards. We extracted the meteorologic data by the
city from a single weather station, most of which were
located at the main airport, via the Integrated Surface Global
Hourly Dataset for Portugal, Spain, and Italy, accessible
via the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/isd), and via the
French national meteorologic service (Météo-France) for
the French cities. Despite finer temporal resolution in some
cities, we calculated hourly average air temperatures for all
locations. Missing values (less than 2.4%) were estimated
employing linear regression using the nearest weather station. A descriptive data summary of all included locations is
presented in Table 1.
488 | www.epidem.com

Hot Night Indices
The indicator proposed by Royé17 relies on hourly air
temperature data during hour i in day j (Tij). The Hot Night
duration (HNd) index, which describes the duration of the heat
effect, is calculated as the sum of hours during the nighttime
(time between sunset and sunrise) for which a temperature
threshold (Tthr) is exceeded. Subsequently, the value obtained
is divided by the total number of night hours, to allow direct
comparisons between all nights in the year. Therefore, HNd is
expressed as a percentage of night hours exceeding a threshold (Eq. 1):

∑ j =1I Tthr (tij )
nj

HNd j =

nj

× 100 (1)

where n j is the number of night hours of day j, tij : mean temperature during the hour i in day j, and I Tthr the index function
of {x ε R| x > Tthr } , that is:
0 if tij < Tthr
I Tthr (tij ) = 
1if tij ≥ Tthr
A second index (Eq. 2), Hot Night excess (HNe) in °C,
allowing for the evaluation of the excess of nocturnal thermal
stress, is obtained through the sum of excess heat during the
period with temperatures equal to or greater than Tthr.
nj

HNe j = ∑(tij − Tthr ) ⋅ I Tthr (tij ) (2)
j =1

We defined Tthr as 20°C, which is the threshold used to
define tropical nights (minimum temperature greater than or
equal to 20°C).23 The night is defined as the period between
sunset (day t) and sunrise (day t + 1). We carried out the
analysis with the statistical environment R. We used the Sunmethods maptools package, which uses the NOAA algorithm,
to calculate the number of hours between sunset and sunrise.

Statistical Analysis
We determined the night heat–mortality relationship
using a two-stage time series analysis described in previous
studies.1,2 In the first stage, we estimated the city-specific
night-index–mortality associations for each index separately
only adjusted by daily mean temperature through quasiPoisson regression with distributed lag nonlinear models
(DLNMs).24,25 We defined the cross-basis function of HNd
and HNe using a natural cubic B-spline function for the nightindex dimension, with 3 internal knots at equally spaced percentiles of the city-specific index distributions, and a natural
spline parametrization over lag 0–7 with three internal knots
placed at equal intervals on the log scale.
We considered the daily mean temperature a confounder
and parameterized it with a natural cubic B-spline function for
© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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TABLE 1.

Effects of Hot Nights on Mortality

Summary Descriptive Statistics by City
Number of Deaths

Country City
Spain

Bilbao
Barcelona
Madrid
Seville
Portugal Lisbon
Porto
France
Marseille
Montpellier
Nice
Toulouse
Italy
Rome

Period

NA

RD

CVD

P95%
Tmin (°C)

Median
HNd (%) (hours)

P95%
HNd (°C)

Median
HNe (°C)

P95%
HNe (°C)

2001–2014
2001–2014
2001–2014
2001–2014
2000–2012
2000–2012
2000–2014
2000–2014
2000–2014
2000–2014
2001–2010

22,975
99,830
170,142
36,835
117,880
79,270
56,552
16,206
31,339
30,762
98,027

1,985
9,478
23,746
2,932
10,059
7,660
3,570
942
1,857
1,573
5,406

7,042
30,428
49,517
14,541
44,807
23,989
16,107
4,625
8,882
8,351
28,550

19.0
23.1
20.0
22.0
20.0
17.6
21.3
21.0
22.4
19.2
21.5

62.5 (6)
100.0 (8)
55.6 (5)
66.7 (7)
55.6 (6)
58.3 (5)
75.0 (6)
66.7 (6)
100.0 (7)
50.0 (4)
80.0 (7)

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

4.5
21.6
21.3
20.1
6.0
3.3
12.3
11.0
14.3
8.0
15.3

31.9
57.3
67.7
72.7
60.5
45.4
48.6
44.9
49.4
45.2
53.1

CVD indicates cardiovascular disease; NA, nonaccidental; RD, respiratory disease.

the temperature dimension, with 3 internal knots at equallyspaced percentiles of the location-specific index distributions,
and a natural spline parameterization over lag 0–7 with 3 internal knots placed at equal intervals on the log scale. To control
for long-term trends and residual seasonality, we included
interaction terms between a natural cubic B-spline function
with 4 degrees of freedom (df) for the day of the year and indicators of year, along with an indicator of the day of the week.
The possible effects from air pollution are not included since
the effect size is considered small and the cases of adjustment
for air pollution in temperature studies are the exceptions.26
As HNd >0% only occurs during the summer months, we
restricted the analysis to the period May–October. We selected
degrees of freedom using the quasi-Akaike Information
Criterion (QAIC),27 and then set it for all cities equally. The
reference values to calculate relative risks (RRs) were 0% for
HNd and 0°C for HNe.
In the second stage, we derived the pooled estimates
overall across the analyzed countries for HNd and excess
applying a multivariate random-effects meta-analysis.28 We
tested the presence of heterogeneity using the I2 statistic.29
The main results are presented as overall RRs calculated at
the 95th percentile of the country-specific indicator distribution. We produced all models, statistical analysis, and graphic
results with the free software environment R, version 3.6.130.
The models used in this study have been estimated through
{mgcv}, version 1.8–28, and {dlnm} packages, version 2.3.9.
For the meta-analysis, we applied the {mixmeta} package,
version 1.05.

Sensitivity Analyses
To examine the robustness of our results, we performed
a sensitivity analysis. We modified several features of the cityspecific models as follows: (1) changing the number of lagged
days from 7 to 5, 10, and 14, (2) checking for nonlinearity
in the exposure–response association from the DLNM versus
© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

linear fit, (3) exploring the predictive ability of the new hot
night indices concerning traditional indices without adjustment by another index (daily minimum, mean and maximum
temperature, temperature at 00:00, 02:00, 04:00, and 06:00),
and (4) evaluating if the hot night indices had an independent
effect by adjusting for traditional indices with the same exposure parametrization.

RESULTS
The cities we analyzed in the study are characterized
by different climate and socioeconomic features (eTable 1;
http://links.lww.com/EDE/B802, eAppendix 1; http://links.
lww.com/EDE/B802). Summary statistics of the meteorologic variables and mortality counts are shown in Table 1. The
mortality data include 759,818 nonaccidental deaths, 69,208
respiratory deaths, and 236,839 deaths due to cardiovascular
causes, occurring during the warmer months (May–October)
in the 11 cities. Minimum temperatures (percentile 95%)
ranged from 19°C in Bilbao to 23.1°C in Barcelona, reflecting a geographically coherent pattern as it delineates some of
the physiographic and landscape units in the affected countries, particularly a north–south gradient (temperate oceanic
to Mediterranean climate) and continental influence. The
median of daily HNd varies between 55.6% and 100%, with
the highest values found in cities on the Mediterranean coast
(see eFigures 2 and 3; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B802). The
highest excess values of HNe were observed in Spanish cities. The lowest degree of HNe was observed in Porto and
Bilbao with less than 5°C, due to their Atlantic coast location.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the thermal night indices
for all analyzed cities (see eAppendix 1; http://links.lww.com/
EDE/B802). It shows a coherent variability expected due to
climate differences. Nice and Barcelona clearly stand out in
their high median value at 100% of HNd. In both Portuguese
cities, a high number of extreme HNe values were observed,
which could be related to physiographic factors. Note, a high
www.epidem.com | 489
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of HNd and HNe by the city for each study period.

value of HNd does not necessarily result in high night excess;
this is related to small differences between nighttime hours
and the threshold.
Estimated impacts of hot nights on mortality RR are
summarized in Figures 2–4 and Table 2. The country-specific
association between mortality and HNe (excess), adjusted for
daily mean temperature, was positive with a nonlinear convex increase in RR. For nonaccidental causes, the highest risk
(95th percentile of the indicator distribution) was observed in
Portugal with a RR of 1.37 (95% CI = 1.26, 1.48) at 56.5°C of
night excess and the lowest risk in France with 1.12 (95% CI
= 1.05, 1.20) at 47.5°C. For respiratory causes, the mortality
increases with regard to HNe showed a different pattern. The
490 | www.epidem.com

highest risk was observed in Italy with a RR of 1.86 (95%
CI = 1.52, 2.27) at 53.1°C of night excess (95% percentile).
Figure 5 reports the RR for all analyzed cities at the 95th
percentile predicted for both hot night indices (see also eAppendices 4–7; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B802). The highest
mortality risks were observed in Portuguese cities. The same
pattern was found using a fixed excess of 50°C with the exception of respiratory causes, in which high mortality risks were
also observed in Nice, France (see eAppendix 4; http://links.
lww.com/EDE/B802). We observed city-specific increases in
mortality risk from nonaccidental causes with RR for the HNe
index equal to 1.17 (95% CI = 1.03, 1.32) in Nice and 1.19
(95% CI = 1.05, 1.35) in Toulouse. The mortality risks for
© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 2. Country-specific overall cumulative exposure-response relationships between hot night indices (A) Hot Night duration
[HNd], (B) Hot Night excess [HNe]) and nonaccidentalmortality. Dashed vertical line is the 95th percentile.

© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 3. Country-specific overall cumulative exposure-response relationships between hot night indices (A) Hot Night duration
[HNd], (B) Hot Night excess [HNe]) and respiratory mortality. Dashed vertical line is the 95th percentile.
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FIGURE 4. Country-specific overall cumulative exposure-response relationships between hot night indices (A) Hot Night duration
[HNd], (B) Hot Night excess [HNe]) and cardiovascular mortality. Dashed vertical line is the 95th percentile.

© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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TABLE 2. Country-pooled Overall Cumulative Relative Risk (95% Confidence Interval [CI]) of Hot Nights Effect (Hot Night
Duration [HNd], Hot Night Excess [HNe]) on Cause-specific Mortality for Percentile 95% with the Inter-country Heterogeneity
I2 Statistic
Nonaccidental

Spain
Portugal
France
Italy (Roma)

Respiratory

2

HNd (I 78.2%)

2

HNe (I 43%)

2

HNd (I 34%)

0.98 (0.86, 1.12)
1.29 (1.07, 1.54)
1.00 (0.87, 1.15)
1.07 (0.84, 1.37)

1.16 (1.08, 1.25)
1.37 (1.26, 1.48)
1.12 (1.05, 1.20)
1.25 (1.13, 1.39)

0.99 (0.80, 1.23)
1.49 (1.11, 2.00)
1.01 (0.76, 1.35)
1.28 (0.88, 1.86)

Cardiovascular
2

HNe (I 0%)

2

HNd (I 65%)

HNe (I2 43%)

1.30 (1.12, 1.51)
1.58 (1.27, 1.96)
1.17 (0.92, 1.48)
1.86 (1.52, 2.27)

0.91 (0.77, 1.07)
1.28 (1.04, 1.60)
0.97 (0.81, 1.15)
1.07 (0.80, 1.42)

1.07 (0.92, 1.25)
1.41 (1.19, 1.66)
1.10 (0.94, 1.27)
1.36 (1.07, 1.73)

I2, the estimated percentage of variation across studies that is due to true heterogeneity rather than chance.
HNd indicates Hot Night Duration; HNe, Hot Night Excess.

respiratory diseases appeared to be higher than those of cardiovascular causes. Furthermore, in all cities and countries we
analyzed, RR was greater for the HNe index than of the HNd
at the 95% percentile of the indicator distribution (Table 2 and
Figure 5).
The results for HNd revealed that, after adjusting for
daily mean temperature, only Portugal showed increases at
the 95th percentile with a RR of 1.29 (95% CI = 1.07, 1.54)
for nonaccidental deaths and 1.49 (95% CI = 1.11, 2.00) for
respiratory deaths (Table 2). Nevertheless, some city-specific
results; we estimated overall risk of 1.07 (95% CI = 1.03, 1.12)
for Rome and 1.12 (95% CI = 1.04, 1.20) for Madrid at the
95th percentile. The maximum effects of HNd were reached
with 100%, which is equal to a tropical night in the classical
sense, in which the minimum temperature does not fall below
the threshold of 20°C. The 95% percentile of HNd was 100%
in all cities we analyzed (see Table 1), which allowed a comparison at the same value.
The lag structure showed, for at least half of the cities, immediate estimated effects between hot night indices
and mortality, with the highest risks found on the same day
and decreasing steadily up to 3 or 4 days after the exposure
in all cities (eAppendices 8 and 9; http://links.lww.com/EDE/
B802). Although the maximum effect was observed three or
four days after the exposure event in Portuguese cities, in particular in Lisbon, there was no effect on the same day.
The results were robust to changes in the lag structure, whether we analyzed 7 days or different lags (5, 10,
and 14 days) (eTable 2; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B802). In
the sensitivity analysis, the check for linearity in the exposure parameterization resulted in clear evidence of a nonlinear association between the hot night indices and the health
outcome for all analyzed cities (eTable 3; http://links.lww.
com/EDE/B802). In addition, we explored the predictive
ability of the hot night indices concerning traditional indices
(e.g. Tmin, Tmax, Tmean, and Temperature at specific hour)
(eTable 4; http://links.lww.com/EDE/B802). The obtained
results showed that in some cities, the proposed indices could
fit better than using traditional indices, but in general, no clear
pattern of a lower QAIC between the new and traditional
494 | www.epidem.com

indices was found. Finally, the independent effect of hot night
indices was evaluated adjusting for usual indices with the
same exposure parameterization as for the night indices (e.g.
Tmax, Tmin, and Tmean) (eAppendix 10; http://links.lww.
com/EDE/B802). For most cities, the results showed an independent association, particularly for HNe where the model
is more stable after adjusting for traditional indices, but the
estimated effects seem to disappear in most countries (except
for Portugal) for the HNd index. In general, the RR decreased
slightly for HNd. However, it is interesting to highlight that
with HNe the associations remained similar.

DISCUSSION
We examined the effects of night air temperature on
nonaccidental, respiratory and cardiovascular mortality in 11
Southern European cities in four countries using 2 new thermal indices (HNd and HNe). The study found strong evidence
that daily mortality was associated with HNe and to a lesser
extent with HNd in all countries we analyzed. In particular,
high values of HNe proved to be associated with increased
cause-specific mortality in some cities. From a physiologic
standpoint, the results obtained are coherent with the biologic
mechanisms put forward to explain that changes in the thermal environment at night lead to an increase in cause-specific
disorders, which can lead to death.
Air temperatures that are higher than those considered comfortable can lead to an increase in wakefulness and
a decrease in Rapid Eye Movement phases and Slow-wave
Sleep.31–33 In particular, the initial stage of sleep, compared
with subsequent phases, is described as the most sensitive and
can show major alterations due to the accumulative effect of
heat stress.32,33 Nastos and Matzarakis34 found a positive relationship between minimum air temperature and sleep disturbances. Joshi et al14 suggested that, besides the influence of
light and noise, the thermal environment is the most critical
parameter that can be modulated to improve sleep quality. Fujii
et al35 showed that high air temperatures in summer increased
fatigue in healthy volunteers. Another study in Cameroon estimated heat-related headaches, fatigue, and negative effects on
school performance in a hot indoor environment.36 Finally, the
© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 5. City-specific overall cumulative relative risk (95% confidence interval [CI]) of hot nights effect (Hot Night duration
[HNd], Hot Night excess [HNe]) on cause-specific mortality for percentile 95%.

duration and quality of night sleep are considered to be risk
factors for cardiovascular diseases.37,38 Palagini et al39 made
an important connection between sleep loss and the short
duration of sleep and increased arterial hypertension, which
are very common, often coexisting, phenomena.
© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.

Due to the new indices applied as exposure variables and
their peculiar characteristics, a comparison with other studies
reporting heat effects is limited. The results in this study confirm
partially the findings reported in Royé,17 which used the same
thermal indices to predict mortality in Barcelona. However, in
www.epidem.com | 495
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the current study, both hot night indices were adjusted by the
daily mean temperature, which resulted in a clearly independent
estimated effect, particularly for HNe where the model is more
stable after adjusting for traditional indices, but the associations
seem to disappear in most countries (except for Portugal) for the
HNd index. Nevertheless, the results at the country level should
be interpreted with caution due to the different number of cities
included in the analysis (e.g. Italy includes one city only).
Furthermore, we observed a nonlinear convex association
between mortality and HNd as well as HNe. This pattern is consistent with findings from previous studies for heat effects on
mortality and has been reported in many studies.1,22,40 Likewise,
in our results, a substantial proportion of deaths was related to
exposure to moderate HNd and excess. The results showed over
all countries quasi-direct, short-term associations, decreasing
risks from the same day of an event of HNd and HNe with a
lag of 0–3 days. These findings are in line with the results of
heat-related mortality in general.1,3 However, in this study,
higher risks in respiratory diseases are found, which are relevant
since the exposure–response association was adjusted by daytime effects. This can be explained by the physiologic effects of
exposure to heat and, especially, the role of the respiratory system in thermoregulation.41 Differences between mortality subgroups and even between age groups have been described by
several authors.42,43 The highest mortality risks were found in
Portugal. This might be explained by a possible lack of planned
or autonomous acclimatization of the population to hot nights,44
given that the risk in Lisbon was higher than in Porto, which,
due to its more southerly location, is characterized by warmer
nights. Another possible explanation could be that the outdoor
temperature is more representative of real exposure in Portugal
than in other countries. In addition, the share of population living in a dwelling not comfortably cool during summertime was
higher in Portugal than in other Southern European countries.45
The growth of cooled floor area per country in the EU between
1990 and 2010 was observed to be the lowest in Portugal, and
the greatest increase was detected in Spain and Italy, which
could explain our results partially.46 The protective associations
observed in some cities such as Seville and Barcelona (Spain)
could be explained by the psychologic or behavioral acclimatization or, in combination, by the planned adaptation processes
since the 2003 heatwave (heat health warning systems and, in
particular, air conditioning).44
In this study, we applied a threshold of 20°C to define
hot night hours, which corresponds to the definition of a tropical night (minimum temperature > 20°C). Royé17 used the
95th percentile of the minimum temperature as a threshold
in the Barcelona study, reaching similar results. Joshi et al14
indicated that, in several studies, 19°C was found to be the
preferred room temperature and deviation from this temperature was accompanied by subjective discomfort. In the case of
multicountry studies, the main issue is the influence of location on the threshold; using a relative metric could reflect local
acclimatization, but at the same time allow low percentile
496 | www.epidem.com

values, which in turn could be in the range of minimum mortality. Another limitation of our study is related to the difference between indoor and outdoor environments, which are
important in terms of nighttime thermal environments. For
example, in New York, mean nighttime indoor temperatures
were higher than the outdoor temperature with air conditioner
(AC) in summer,47 which could underestimate the RR of mortality. In general, the use of AC and thermal balance of buildings are key factors, along with other socioeconomic factors,
which could hypothetically influence the metric applied in
this study. In Sera et al,48 an independent association between
increased AC prevalence and lower heat-related mortality risk
was found, but the increased AC prevalence was responsible
only for part of the observed attenuation. Another potential
limitation is the location of weather stations. The fact that
most monitor stations were located at airports could lead to
under or overestimation for certain areas of the city due to the
urban heat island effect and other urban factors.
The definition of the night period used in this study (time
between sunset and sunrise) could be adapted in such a way
that, for example, the twilight phase is excluded. However, we
selected sunset and sunrise as the night threshold as they are
objective parameters. Therefore, it would be very complex to
take into account the time individual people get up or go to
bed as this is influenced by many variables, such as cultural
aspects, work, age, etc. Further, daily mortality corresponds
to deaths occurring in 24 hours of each day, which means that
some deaths correspond to the previous night.
Although the proposed hot night indices did not predict
better the daily mortality, with a small difference in QAIC performance, they confirm an important nighttime effect. Hence,
the findings of this study have important implications for public
health, in particular in the context of a changing climate, in which
hot nights are becoming more frequent.9 Obradovich et al16 estimated that climate change may disrupt human sleep with regard
to the relationship between sleep and ambient temperature.

CONCLUSIONS
Our multicountry time-series analysis provides new evidence that the proposed hot night indices adjusted by daily
mean temperature are strongly associated with cause-specific
deaths. HNe appears to be the most important thermal variable
in all studied cities distributed across a wide geographic area.
Encapsulating night heat effects via duration and excess indicators provides a different perspective on heat-related human
health impacts. The results clearly suggest that susceptibility to
HNd and excess is an essential part of the thermal environment.
Although the new indices apparently do not have a greater predictive capacity than the traditional ones, they allow the analysis of the effect of different aspects of exposure (excess and
duration) of night heat stress. Another clear advantage of these
exposure metrics is that they more realistically reflect thermal exposure over the entire night period rather than a singlemoment temperature, such as minimum temperature. Hence,
© 2021 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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the use of hourly data allows for a more detailed assessment of
the thermal characteristics of summer nights, making it possible
to assess the risk of hot nights for population health and wellbeing more accurately. Further research will be necessary to study
night heat effects in cities in other climates and examine vulnerable subgroups. In addition, it is also unknown how heat excess
and duration relate to one another when short periods of very
high night temperature are more harmful to human health than
long high temperatures. In the same sense, it would be important to evaluate the optimal predictor of mortality based on night
heat in further studies. The results give a better understanding
of nighttime effects on health and may help improve decision
making for preventive actions, such as refining heatwave warning systems at the population level, in addition to considering
individual risk factors.
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